hola! Necesitamos un logotipo para una nueva compañía española basada en Madrid. La crema es un `CONCEPT
STORE` donde venderemos objetos únicos, obras de arte de artistas emergentes, ropa de diseñadores locales y
trendy, y objetos de casa. La vibra que damos es contemporánea, cool, y usamos muchos avisos en neon, espejos,
paredes aurora (holograficas). . El fontface es por el estilo de algo retro, groovy, letra mas gruesa, todo menos algo
simple como sans serif.. Pero tambien podria estar abierta a opciones. En mi brief tendo bastantes imagenes de
referencia tanto de colores como estilos como fonts que te pueden guiar facilmente! El diseño debe comunicar ese
aire contemporáneo y divertido pero a la vez dar espacio para englobar todos los elementos que permitimos entrar en
nuestra tienda Asegurate de revisar las imagenes que he incluido en el brief que te darán una idea muy clara del logo
que busco y será muy fácil navegar desde ahí! Make sure to check out the images i have added to the briefing as they
will give you a very clear idea of what i am looking for and it will be very easy to navigate from there! Gracias y espero
podamos trabajar juntos!
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Outcomes

Indicators

GE2-2
Describes the ways people, places and environments
interact

 Investigates the importance of natural
vegetation and natural resources to the
environment, animals and people

ST2-1WS-S
Questions, plans and conducts scientific investigations,
collects and summarises data and communicates using
scientific representations
ST2-4LW-S
Compares features and characteristics of living and nonliving things

 Plan scientific investigations with guidance
 Conduct scientific investigations to find answers
to questions
 Collect and record accurate, honest
observations using labelled observational
drawings, basic formal measurements and
digital technologies as appropriate
 Use a range of methods to represent data,
including tables and column graphs
 Describe how living things depend on each
other and the environment to survive

MA2-1WM Uses appropriate terminology to describe,
and symbols to represent, mathematical ideas
MA2-5NA Uses a range of strategies and informal
recording methods for addition and subtraction
involving one- and two-digit numbers
MA2-18SP Selects appropriate methods to collect data,
and constructs, compares, interprets and evaluates data
displays, including tables, picture graphs and column
graphs

 Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative
and persuasive texts containing key information
and supporting details for a widening range of
audiences, demonstrating increasing control
over text structures and language features
 Respond to a range of texts, e.g. role-play or
drama, for pleasure and enjoyment, and
express thoughtful conclusions about those texts

EN2-2A Plans, composes and reviews a range of texts
that are more demanding in terms of topic, audience
and language
EN2-10C Thinks imaginatively, creatively and
interpretively about information, ideas and texts when
responding to and composing texts
DRAS2.1 Takes on and sustains roles in variety of drama
forms to express meaning in a wide range of imagined
situations
DRAS2.2 builds the action of the drama by using the
elements of drama, movement and voice skills
DRAS2.4 responds to, and interprets drama experiences
and performances

Assessment

 Select, use and record a variety of mental
strategies to solve addition and subtraction
problems, including word problems
 Collect data, organise it into categories, and
create displays using lists, tables, picture graphs
and simple column graphs, with and without
the use of digital technologies

 sustains and builds belief in their roles
 devises the action through movement and
voice by adapting stories, developing a
particular character and explore the
consequences of the story’s ending
 engages in drama as a respectful and
appreciative audience for live performances
 forms and exchanges opinions with others
about drama experiences and performances

Teacher observes and notes student contributions to discussions, responsiveness in
tasks and their engagement in the content being explored.
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Video 1
What does your cat get up to when you’re
not at home?

Resource

Introduction
Watch the video. Students try to remember some of
the main facts. Rewatch if necessary. Record the
main cat facts on the board

IWB
Writing book

Body – Creative Writing “My pet, the
escape artist”
Students brainstorm the different naughty activities
that Butch gets up to, as well as extra activities their
own cats might do. These include:






pushing a glass off the bench
unravelling toilet paper
sneaking out the cat door
slinking through the bush looking for food
Pouncing on prey

Evaluation

Students imagine what their own pets get up to at
home whilst they’re away. Students without pets
can base their writing on the cats in the video.
Students write either a monologue script as their pet
OR a story with their pet as the main character,
getting up to mischief. Students think about how
their pet might be able to escape their home, such
as through doggy doors, open windows, when
mum leaves for work in the morning etc. Encourage
students to think why their pet might escape e.g.
they’re bored, they’re hunger, smells and sounds
outside are too enticing.

Conclusion
Students discuss why it’s important that pet owners
try to limit the naughty things domestic cats get up
to.
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Impact of all cats on Australian habitat

Introduction

Resource
IWB

Discuss what was learnt in the previous lesson.
Watch video 2.

Science or HSIE book

Body – Design a Frog Pond

A3 poster boardWriting book

Design a habitat to encourage the native frog
population to grow and protect them from feral
and domestic cats. Individually or in groups,
students will research the native frog species that
are found in the local area and decide the best
type of habitat to create. Inform students that they
are allowed to design using plastic pond liners,
gravel or washed sand, native plants and reeds,
rocks, logs leaf litter, bark, and a solar powered
light. Students must research the best native plants
for the local frog population to help explain their
choices.
Students draw and label their designs in their
workbooks or on A3 posters for display
Optional: The class votes on the best design and
takes it to the principal. Students write persuasive
texts, advising why there should be a frog pond in
the school. If the principal agrees, follow the
instructions on how to build a frog pond in
Additional Activities to best create the student
designed pond.

Conclusion
Students present their pond designs, and explain
why they made the design choices e.g. bugs like a
particular plant and the local frogs diet includes
said bug. Discuss possible ways to protect the frogs
from domestic and feral cats.
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Evaluation

Being a responsible cat owner

Introduction

Resource
IWB

Discuss what was learnt in the previous lessons,
reminding students of the writing they did after
video 1. Watch video 3.

Poster board
A4 cardstock

Body

Laptop/iPads

In small groups, students will create posters,
brochures or presentations on how to be
responsible cat owners, targeted at their parents.
Students are to include pictures, accurate facts
and tips on how to be responsible cat owners.
Watch the videos again if needed.
To accompany their poster/brochure/presentation,
students create a 30 second skit showing what
could happen if they are not responsible cat
owners. These skits could be shown at an assembly
or to younger grades.

Conclusion
Students present their work and share what they
have learnt over the three lessons. Remind students
that they can use what they’ve learnt to be more
responsible cat and pet owners, and to share this
information with their family.
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Evaluation

Design and Make
Frog Pond

Resource

Materials

1. Find the right location in the school and dig a hole, 30cm
being the deepest point. Add a thin layer of sand.
2. Line the hole with a thick plastic pond liner.
3. Turn edges up and line with rocks.
4. Put a few rocks and small logs inside the pond to provide
shelter for tadpoles and promote algae growth.
5. Put native swamp plants in, some in the shallow end and
some native lillie-type plants in deep. Use the washed
sand to cover the soil in the pots.
6. Fill with tap water but let it stand for 1 week to remove
chemicals in the water.

Plastic Pond liner

Plant native shrubs/reeds around the pond to attract
insects and provide shelter for frogs.
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Gravel or washed sand
Native plants and reeds
Rocks, logs, leaf litter and
bark
Optional: Solar powered
light
Gardening Australia video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i
2RN7gmW3NQ
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